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Abstract

The “Flipped Classroom” or “Inverted Classroom” is a method of blended learning in which the traditional lecture and homework elements of a course are reversed. It is a pedagogical model in which students gain first-exposure learning prior the class and focus on the processing part of learning (open discussions, solving tasks and application problems, clarifying the supporting fundaments, etc.) in class. This implies a much more active role for students and a more challenging mission for lecturers.

Teaching involves not only of the communication of knowledge to students but also demands searching for a better way for knowledge transmission to students in the most effective, significant and technically accessible way. When preparing the Mathematics Zero course we were concerned with which teaching methods were the most appropriate for it. This course was attended by 47 students from Zero Year Course in Institute of Accounting and Administration of Porto (ISCAP) in the 2015/2016 academic year. Several innovation methods were tried, and, in the Spring 2016 semester the “Flipped Learning” model was used.

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of a survey in which students were asked about Flipped Classroom learning as a teaching method, using their experience from the Mathematics Zero course. How does flipped learning work in practice as a pedagogical model? Would students prefer the traditional way of learning? What do students think about flipped learning as a teaching methodology? These and many other questions will be addressed investigating how the flipping affects student’s achievement.
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1 INTRODUCTION

During the past few years, the educational paradigm has changed from teacher instruction method to student-centered learning. Grounded on this type of innovative model, more technologies have been incorporated into the educational panorama, and several learning methods have provided students quite a few differentiated learning schemes, allowing them to leverage their educational levels by choosing their own tracks [1]. In the middle of the numerous learning approaches, the “flipped classroom” is considered as a potential and amazing learning method, or model, that engages students in applying their leaning potential and conducting higher order thinking, instead of using direct teaching instruction ([2], [3], [4]). This model, called “Flipped Classroom”, was developed by Jonathan Bergmann and Aaron Sams in 2000 [5], the pioneers of this trend, who at the time were chemistry teachers, at Woodland Park High School in Colorado, in an attempt to counter visible levels of student absenteeism, began to record their lessons and post them online, allowing students to access them remotely. This model has been used by educators at all levels of education, from primary schools and upper secondary schools to the most reputable higher education institutions in the world, such as Harvard, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), among others. Thus, the principal idea comes from reversing the traditional teaching paradigm, where the main phases of the teaching and learning process, such as classroom activities and homework, are reversed. The flipped classroom is then settled as a different course organization: where instructional content (e.g., pre-recorded video lectures) is assigned as “homework” – analyzed before coming to class and in-class time is spent working on problems, advancing concepts, and engaging in collaborative learning [6]. The flipped classroom may contain a big array of out-of-class activities further than lectures, including readings, homework, and supplemental videos ([7], [8], [9]). In-class activities differ widely, including activities such as role-play, debates, quizzes, and group presentations, amongst others [10]. Several studies have shown positive effects of the flipped classroom model in teaching and learning activities ([11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]). In addition, the flipped classroom model allows the learners to learn at their
own pace. On the outcome of his experience, Tucker [17] has shown how Flipped Classroom leads (if properly designed/evaluated) to improve teaching-learning relationships producing a greater involvement and commitment of the students and a higher motivation as well.

Mathematics is one of the most important subjects; however higher education institutions (HEI) are currently facing many unprepared students regarding mathematical skills and therefore Mathematics teachers are dealing with one of the major challenges: the use of educational technology across the mathematics programs in order to improve the performance of their students. Although students avoid Mathemetic courses, nevertheless Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) fields keep among the job-growth areas. According to Wilkins [18] “In the present quantitatively complex society, a person needs a functional knowledge of mathematical content to make informed decisions as a citizen and as a worker”.

The purpose of this study was to introduce a research that was done in the 2015/2016 academic year in a Mathematics Zero Course at Institute of Accounting and Administration of Porto (ISCAP) in which flipped learning was used, in particular, the experience of students being taught by using flipped learning and what it can tell us about the relevance of flipped learning in higher education. In our opinion, as modern technology allows lecturers to provide course learning materials in a variety of digital support forms, which are available to students “on demand”, the results of this study could also easily be extended to the instruction of other subjects.

2 METHODOLOGY

As it was already mentioned, this paper intends to assess the impact of the flipped model on teaching strategies implemented in the course Mathematics Zero. To achieve this, a diverse range of data collection instruments were used. In this way, we tried to get a more comprehensive set of information that, upon examination, can corroborate the same phenomenon [19]. The teaching structure of the course was changed to apply the flipped learning ideology. For a good development of the application of teaching based on Flipped learning it is necessary to elaborate and organize all the didactic materials to be used by the students as well as to establish a clear sequential learning plan. The MOOC “Mathematics without STRESS” (or in its original version – in Portuguese – Matemática 100 STRESS – M100S) hosted in the online platform OpenED (created by the e-Learning Unit from Polytechnic of Porto), www.opened.ipp.pt, and the online MatActiva Project, www.matactiva.com, have been used in this event. The study material was organized through the by means of Learning Modules hosted in the "Content" section of the first course – Probability and Combinatorics, from M100S.

Mathematics without STRESS, currently has three different Courses: Probability and Combinatorics, Introduction to Differential Calculus and Trigonometry and Complex Numbers.

All these courses are created using the same guidelines based on the following division:

- Information Spot
- Math Diagnostic Test (MDT) - entry test, not mandatory;
- Modular subject division with two distinct subsections:
  - Video-lectures
  - Sequential mini-quizzes;
- “Doubt Ed” – Open Discussion forum;
- Final “Assessment Test”
- Global Course evaluation

The first course – Probability and Combinatorics (PC) – the one used in this work, embraces 19 different modules/lessons, with 19 randomized quizzes and 24 video-lectures, distributed by the following topics:

- Random Experiment and Sample Space
- Probability and Properties of Probability
- Conditional Probability
- Law of Total Probability and Bayes Theorem
- Events and Operations on Events
- Exclusive Events
- Intersection Events
- Independent Events
The main page of the PC course is presented in Fig. 1.

![PC Course main page screenshot](image)

Students could also find texts, videos, links to external websites, links to documents from the Mathematics Zero Course, etc, in the online MatActiva Project.

A total of 47 students from Zero Year Course participated in this study, divided into experimental and control groups. The experimental group (15) was taught Probability and Combinatorics using the flipped classroom method, while the control group (32) was taught by traditional teaching methods. The traditional classes were provided with in-class lectures by the professor. This lecture typically lasted the entire 90 minutes of class, two times a week. In general, one sub-section took two or three weeks to complete. Once a sub-section was completed, students had a test with six questions directly related to theory and examples covered during the lectures. The flipped class was scheduled one day per week for 90 minutes per class. Students of the flipped class were required to view one to six short lecture videos, each lasting between five to eight minutes, prior to the class meeting. The theory and examples found in the video lectures were similar to those presented in the lecture classes. The videos and playlists for M100S course can be found in the link: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwNMLB6X3VJG7da6hXi4kiw. During the flipped presential sessions, additional problems were worked in small groups, and the professor observed and supported student participation and progress, corrected students if errors were seen, and answered questions as they arose. Mostly, the solutions were presented first by students and occasionally by the professor if a problem was found to be too hard for them. Sometimes students were asked, in the flipped class, to develop and record their own videos of working examples, so later it gives the possibility to the professor review these. Like in the traditional classes, once a sub-section was completed, students had a test with six questions on material directly related to theory and examples covered in the video-lectures. Although these video lectures were short (8 minutes maximum), we introduced, several small group of questions and exercises, to be answered by students before continuing the video visualization in order to create some interaction, promote student engagement and, simultaneously, help them to overcome the tendency to be overconfident in their learning judgment (see some research results in [20]). Frequently, at the beginning of the class, several questions were straightly answered, related to an item in the video, but a lecture was never taught by the professor in the class. Both classes, traditional and flipped, were given the same tests, online homework and written homework. The only pedagogical difference among these students’ segments was the instruction’s method.
At the end of the academic year, a survey was conducted, aiming to analyze the experience of students exposed to the flipped learning system. The main purpose for the survey was to get an answer to the question as to whether it is possible to use the flipped learning methodology in higher education from a student's perspective. Students were asked about flipped learning as a teaching method in higher education, using their experience from the Mathematics Zero course, their experience with the online lectures and the group sessions they took part in and how they valued the course overall.

A LimeSurvey questionnaire of 12 questions was created in Moodle, the survey was anonymous and from the 15 students (9 male and 6 females) from experimental group, 15 answered it with response rate of 100 percent. Thus the survey was statistically significant. The data were then applied for analysis.

In this questionnaire there were 2 base questions about age and gender, 8 multiple-choice questions and 2 open questions. For the purpose of this study, five significant questions were highlighted and essentially intended to:

a) know what the students think about flipped model as a teaching methodology at the higher education;
b) identify the students’ satisfaction level with the assignments that were given;
c) identify how do students value the video lectures (produced by M100S) that they watched;
d) recognize the importance of solved exercises (step by step) for the students;
e) know whether students would prefer a flipped Math class over a traditional Math class.

3 RESULTS

The questions were based in the reliability tests by UMASS’s research team - The SimCalc Research team of the Kaput Center, University of Massachusetts Dartmouth - about Measuring Student Attitude in Mathematics Classrooms [21]. We used a 5 point Likert scale, “1” represented Strongly Disagree and “5” represented Strongly Agree, to maintain stability given the intuitive understanding and insight of attitude concerning certain activities measured by several items.

The main objective of this survey was to find out the relevance of using the flipped learning methodology in higher education. One of the questions the students were asked was: “Do you think flipped learning is an appropriate method for teaching in higher education?” (Q1)

As it can be seen, 14 of 15 students (93.3%) found the flipped method an appropriate one based on their experience from the course. No one disagreed and one was neutral. In terms of age, we find that all age groups are satisfied with the result, but we can see a minor movement in the direction of the notion that: the older the student, the “happier” he is with this method of teaching. Of students 20 years or younger, 8 of 9, or 88,9% percent, strongly agreed or agreed that flipped learning is an
appropriate method for teaching in higher education, while in the age group of 20-23 years old, 4 of 4 strongly agreed and 2 of 2 in the age group of 23-26 years old strongly agreed.

Since in the flipped model student assignments were tasks requiring student engagement and the presentation of a final tangible “product”, enabling students’ learning and skills assessment, it was important to analyse the contentment with the assignments undertook. In this sense, students were asked: “Are you satisfied with the assignments that were given?”(Q2).

![Students satisfaction with assignments](image)

Figure 3. Registered answers to Q2

The results presented show that 15 of the 15 students (100%) were very satisfied or satisfied with the assignments given.

An extremely important part of the flipped learning methodology are the video lectures, produced by M100S, where the relevant concepts are exhibited along with some illustrative examples, these take 5-10 minutes and are well-defined and easy to watch. It is important to remember that the students are comparing the use of video lectures with traditional lectures. Students were asked how they rate the video lectures in the course (Q3).

![Rating of video lectures](image)

Figure 4. Registered answers to Q3

The results presented in Figure 4 reveal that students gave a good classification to the video lectures, 7 of 15 students (46,7%) are of opinion that video lectures are very good; 40% of the students think that video lectures are good; and only 2 students consider that video lectures are acceptable. No one think that video lectures are poor or very poor.

After watching each video (playing and replaying it as many times as they please), students can take a small quiz, with 5 random questions, and apply the concepts addressed in video lectures. In relation to these small quizzes, students can have multiple attempts at each one of them. This can help to transform the quiz taking process into an educational activity instead of a simple assessment. As the
quiz is randomized, the student will get a new version in each attempt, which will be useful for practice purposes. Feedback is provided for each question, allowing the students to see one (of the possible) proposed solution, step by step. The Pool of Questions, from which the quizzes are randomised, is categorized separately by learning items (modules), as well as subdivided in difficulty levels. Students were asked how they rate the importance of feedback on the exercises in the course (Q4).

![Figure 5. Registered answers to Q4](image1)

Figure 5 shows that all the students consider that the feedback provided for each question, allowing the students to see one (of the possible) proposed solution, step by step it is very important.

Finally, it was important to know whether students would prefer a flipped Math class over a traditional Math class. Therefore, students were asked to how do they rate the flipped instruction in a direct comparison with traditional instruction (Q5).

![Figure 6. Registered answers to Q5](image2)

It is interesting, and even surprising, to see that 46.7% of the students consider that the flipped educational model in somewhat worse than the traditional educational model (Fig.6). From the open questions where the students could leave their comments about this flipped model applied in the Mathematics Zero Course, one the most interesting findings was that students liked the video lectures, most of them said they were clear and the topic was very well explained, always with some examples; however, several students indicated that they would prefer to be taught by the professor in person, at the class. For them in the flipped classroom students take responsibility for their own learning, and it is a good model because when students are sick at home, they don’t get left behind. With this model all students are engaged in their learning.
4 CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this research was to get a student’s perspective on the relevance of using flipped learning model at the higher education. We can consider that the experience was very positive, almost all students, in the Mathematics Zero Course felt that the flipped learning model was an appropriate method at the higher education level (Fig. 2). However, surprisingly, despite the high satisfaction levels with all the work, materials and tasks presented and developed, students seem a bit reluctant to validate the methodology itself, feeling that for all intents and purposes their performance and level of learning attained is almost, and exclusively, their own responsibility. It should be noted that this model seems to hamper the frequent blame of teachers for the lack of success of their students.

This study also reflects a design and a development research study of a teaching model across several topics of a Mathematics Zero Course. The product of this research is an explicit teaching model that can be applied by other courses.

In future we would like to continue to study this classroom teaching model and expand it to other mathematics course at ISCAP as well with other professors. This research provides, however, only one point of view in the discussion of the theory of flipped learning, the perspective of the student in higher education. Additional research will then be conducted from the perspective of the instructor as well as to look at how flipped learning works in different study fields/academic subjects.
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